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STAM Journal

24 (Fall 1994): 71-85

Teaching Resources
The Teaching Resources section is devoted to innovative instructio nal
activities and a list of instructio nal materials available thro ugh STAM. The
information selected for inclusion is applicable to "Monday's Classroom.• We
encourage readers to offer ideas for the development of this section and to
submit their own materials for consideration in future issues.

Feature Films for Communicatio11 Courses: A Bibliography
Russell F. Proctor II, Nonhem Kentucky University
Scott D. Johnson, Ithaca College
Over the last several years, we have taken pan in numerous discussions about
feature films as instructional resources. The discussions have been held in a
variety of contexts, including convention panels, j ournal pages, and coffee shops.
A question we frequently hear is, "What film(s) would you use if you wanted to
teach
?" The blank has been filled with topics such as
interpersonal, group, gender, organii.atio nal, conflict, power, sel f-concept, ethics,
or other issues related to communication education. It would seem that many o f
us are looki ng for new and meaningful ways to use feature films as illustrative
case studies in our classrooms.
Once upon a time, the only way to answer the question was informally; that
is, by offering an opinion o r directing the inquirer to someone who had
experience in the area. Recently, however, the process has been formali zed and
expanded through various written materials. Rather than keeping lists o f films
in our heads, we can now refer peo ple to articles. textbooks, and documents. The
new trick is remembering the references for these wo rks in circulation. This
article is an attempt to remedy that problem. We offer here a list of resources
for those who want ideas fo r using feature films in their communicatio n courses.
A few words of explanation. We have annotated some, but not all, of the
references. The annotations are no t statements of stronger recommendation; we
simply chose to describe the contents of sources whose titles are not selfexplanatory, or those with which we are particularly familiar. While the lists are
intended to be comprehensive, they are not exhaustive. We welcome you to
acquaint us with references we have omitted. We are encouraged by the number
of people who are using feature films in their classes, and we urge you to enter
the ongoing discussions of these valuable instructional resources.

